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News
Firms capitalising on record Spanish capital market deal levels
Best ever Q1 to Q3 Spanish capital market deal count generating placement, competition, reporting
and regulatory work, but how long will the good times last? Read more
Wave of foreign firms set to follow Uría´s Latin American lead
Market insiders say track record of cross-border firms in Central America bodes well for Uría
Menéndez´s new Chilean-Colombian venture. Read more

TMT annual report
Innovate to survive
The TMT sector was the scene of some of the biggest M&A deals in the last year and
it is attracting many new law firms looking for a piece of the action. Those that
survive will be the ones that get to know their clients´ business best. Read more

Iberian Lawyer TV
How can general counsel demonstrate their
value to the company? - Moray McLaren
(Redstone Consultants) and Iñigo Cisneros
(Mediapro)

The best technology will simplify lawyers´
work and reduce risk - Stephen Murphy (HP
Autonomy) and Carlos García-Egocheaga (Tikit
Group)

Client View
External lawyers must be pragmatic
In-house lawyers understand the technical aspects of the law, what they often want
from external counsel is practical advice, says Pino Bermúdez from Beam Suntory.
Read more

Legal update
Energy - Spain
New remuneration and environmental liability regimes
By Álvaro Sánchez López-Chicheri, Lener
Read more

Events

Data protection rules are a ticking time bomb
Companies want to be compliant but the large amount of rules and regulations make it a
difficult process
27 November, 2014, Lisbon
EU proposals to reform data protection rules are causing anxiety among companies, many of
which are struggling to comprehend the legislation. Read more

LMP - Lawyers´ManagementProgram
9-14 March, 2015, Madrid
International Faculty composed by management, leadership and strategy experts. Read more

Latest jobs
Trainee, Legal Department, Royal Bank of Scotland, Madrid

Full details
Check all the latest job vacancies 
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